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English Kazakh Notes from class additional notes
I am tall (mʲen) bijəkpən
What we are 
transcribing as ə 
may be ɯ
Generally, the 
subject is optional, 
since the 
adjective/noun 
agrees
you are tall (inf) (sʲen) bijəksəŋ
you are tall (form) (sɯz) bijəksɯz
he is tall (ol) bijək
no ending on "tall," 
so usually include 
"ol"
we are tall (bɯz) bijəkpəz
you pl. are tall sʲendʲer bijək səŋdʲer informal
sɯzdʲer bijək sɯzdʲer formal
they are tall olar bijək
I am a student mʲen oquʃəmən
you are a student sʲen oquʃəsəŋ informal
sɯz oquʃəsɯz formal
he is a student ol oquʃə
we are students bɯz oquʃəməz
you are students sʲendʲer oquʃəlar səŋdar informal
sɯzdʲer oquʃəlar sɯzdar formal
some vowel 
harmony weirdness 
here (some long-
distance 
transparency)
sɪzdʲer  oquʃəlar 
sɯzdar - front 
vowel in first word, 
back vowel in last 
word
they are students olar oquʃəlar
I am an eye mʲen kyøz bən
you are an eye sʲen kyøz səŋ
sɯz kyøz sɯz
why no voicing 
agreement 
between z and s?
we are an eye bɯz kyøz bɯz
you pl. are an eye sʲendʲer kyøz səŋdʲer
you pl. (polite) are 
an eye sɯzdʲer kyøz sɯzdʲer
they are an eye olar kyøz dʲer
I am eyes mʲen kyøz dʲer mən
I have a bird (mʲenəŋ) qʊsəm bar subject optional
you have a bird (sʲenəŋ) qʊsəŋ bar
he has a bird (onəŋ) qʊsə bar
you pl. (sɯzdəŋ) qʊsəŋəz bar
we (bɯzdəŋ) qʊsəŋəz bar
you have birds sʲenəŋ qʊsəŋ bar
it might be worth it 
to elicit some 
inalienable 
possessions (like 
"arm", as in "I have 
an arm")
sɯzdʲerdəŋ qʊstarəŋəz bar
they have birds olardəŋ qʊstarə bar
they have a bird olardəŋ qʊsə bar
I had a bird mʲenəŋ qʊsəm boldə
I didn't have a bird mʲenəŋ qʊsəm bolmadə
mʲendʲe qʊs bolmadə
I don't have a bird mʲenəŋ qʊsəm ʒoq
mʲendʲe qʊs ʒoq
I am not a student (mʲen) studʲent jemʲespən subject optional
you are not a 
student (sʲen) studʲent jemʲessəŋ
you (polite) are not 
a student (sɯz) studʲent jemʲessɯz
he is not a student ol studʲent jemʲes
we are not students bɯz studʲent jemʲespɯz
you pl. are not 
students sʲendʲer studʲent jemʲes səŋdʲer
you pl. (polite) are 
not students sʲendʲer studʲent (tʲer) jemʲes səŋdʲer tʲer can be dropped
somebody should 
look at vowel 
harmony in these
in reference to 
studʲent, it is 
stydʲent
you pl. (polite) are 
not students sɯzdʲer studʲent jemʲessɯzdʲer formal
they are not 
students olar studʲent jemʲez
I am not a bird mʲen qʊz jemʲespən not ʒoq
ʒoq seems to be 
not specifically for 
objects.
there are no birds 
here monda qʊstar ʒoq
(there is) no birds qʊstar ʒoq
(there is) no sun kyn ʒoq kyn dʲer
I am not sun mʲen kyn jemʲespən
I went to class mʲen sɯnɯpqa bardəm
I went to class 
quickly mʲen sɯnɯpqa ʒɯldam bardəm preferred form
I quickly went to 
class mʲen ʒɯldam sɯnɯpqa bardəm
possible but 
conveys a different 
emphasis
I am ɡoinɡ to class 
quickly (mʲen) sɯnɯpqa ʒɯldam kʲeləp tʊrmən
better translation: "I 
am coming to class 
quickly"?
further difference 
between kʲel and 
bar - apparently bar 
is better for past 
tense, kʲel for 
present, but she 
mentioned both 
forms with past 
tense suffixing
you (sʲen) sɯnɯpqa ʒɯldam kʲeləp tʊrsəŋ
you formal (sɯz) sɯnɯpqa ʒɯldam kʲeləp tʊrsɯz formal
elicited ... barəp 
tʊrsɯz, which was 
rejected
he ol sɯnɯpqa ʒɯldam kʲeləptʊr
we bɯz sɯnɯpqa ʒɯldam kʲeləptʊrməz
you pl.
sʲendʲer sɯnɯpqa ʒɯldam kʲeləp 
tʊrsəŋdar
sɯndʲer sɯnɯpqa ʒɯldam kʲeləp 
tʊrsɯzdar
they olar sɯnɯpqa ʒɯldam kʲeləp tʊr
go to class (imp) sɯnɯpqa kər
as in, "go to class" 
as spoken by 
someone outside 
the room to 
someone else 
outside the room
"go in" or enter 
might be best 
translation. We 
found in the field 
session that you 
apparently can't 
use kər with 
`outside'
go to class sɯnɯpqa bar
ɡo to class quickly sɯnɯpqa ʒɯldam bar
go to class quickly sɯnɯpqa ʒɯldam kər
come to class (imp) sɯnɯpqa kʲel
as in, "go to class" 
as spoken by 
someone in the 
room to someone 
outside the room
let's go to school mʲektʲepkʲe  ʒɯr(əŋdʲer)
mother speaker: 
going with children
this is called 
"hortative"
mʲektʲepkʲe  bar(əŋdar)
mother speaker: 
staying home
come to school 
(imp) mʲektʲepkʲe  kʲel(əŋdʲer)
mother is already at 
school (children are 
home)
mʲektʲepkʲe  kʊrəŋdʲer
I am in school, and 
my kids are near 
the school; "come 
INǃ", "enter"
go into the house ygʲe bar the speaker outside
enter the house ygʲe kʊr
the speaker inside 
or outside
come (in)to the 
house ygʲe kʲel speaker inside
proximity seems 
matter
come into the cage ʒaʃɯkkʲe kɯr
the dog is close to 
the cage; the 
speaker can be 
either far or close 
to the cage
ʒaʃɯkkʲe kʲel
the dog is far, the 
speaker is close
ʒaʃɯkkʲe bar
the speaker is far 
also (near the dog?)
